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Greetings!

103 Ways To Add Value To People!

My name is Tim Milburn and I'm the founder and creator of studentlinc. This is an organization that seeks to
develop lifelong leaders one student at a time. I'm always looking for ways to equip students to become better
leaders. One of the ways I do that is by publishing ebooks.
This ebook was written because of a conversation I had with one of my students. We were talking about what it
means to invest in the life of someone else. While we were talking, I said something like, “you need to add value
to the people you are working with.”
This statement raised a whole list of questions from my student. What do you mean by adding value? Are you
trying to make money? Isn't everyone a valuable person? How do you do this?
At the end of the conversation, I realized that I needed to better define what I meant by “adding value.”
I wanted my student to know that adding value to someone else wasn't something you simply talked about,
thought about, or even wrote about – it is something you do. The idea of adding value is basically helping another
person to feel valued, to live out of this sense of being valued, and to be able to pass this sense on to someone
else.
So I started making a list…this list. Along the way, I asked for the assistance of my good friend Kerry SheanDewey. She and I have been friends for awhile and she understood what I was trying to accomplish. Many of the
ideas and suggestions are followed by her own stories and insights.
Feel free to pass these ideas on to others. Feel even more freedom to implement these ideas on others. That's the
whole idea. If you like what you read, you can find more useful resources at the studentlinc website and blog.
All the best in adding value to others!
Tim Milburn & Kerry Shean-Dewey | studentlinc © 2007 | www.studentlinc.net
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1. Complement people in some way within the first 30 seconds of
your conversation.
When you are meeting someone for the first time, or for the 100th time, it is always
nice to be flattering! Notice that the person looks happy or acknowledge a recent
accomplishment of theirs; people are always looking for acceptance, make someone
feel valued by noting their specialness in the form of a sincere complement!

2. Ask people questions about three key areas: their passions,
their projects, and their principles.
Begin a conversation with, "I value your opinion about _______(subject ideas: class,
school, church) that I am thinking of joining, could you share your thoughts on it with
me?" it is a positive way to make someone feel as though you hold their opinions in
high regard. It is an intimate look into the person to whom you are speaking. Because
the question is open ended you may learn a lot about a topic of interest to you both, as
well as a lot about the person!

3. Complement a person about something specific in front of
another person.
This one is tricky, be careful not to say, "Wow I haven't seen you in a while, you have
lost a lot of weight!" This has happened in my presence before! I was with a new friend
who ran into an old friend while we were all at a football game. My poor friend was
very embarrassed! Clearly, you can find a nice complement to say to someone that will
not mortify them!
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4. If you discover a meaningful article or blog post, send a copy to
another person with a note describing the benefits you derived
from it.
We have all been victims of the well-intentioned forward with the Chicken Soup for the
Soul type message. While these are somewhat inspiring the first time you read them,
they get a little old after the 187th one. Why not work to recreate the culture of
forwards by forwarding specific information that will truly add value to the person
(yes…just one person at a time) you are sending it to. When you forward something
meaningful like this, make sure you tell them why you think the other person will find
this information helpful.

5. Remember people’s names.
This is a big tip when dealing with people in business. People are very attached to their
name! Nothing makes a person feel valued more than knowing they made enough of
an impression on you for you to remember their name! It helps in the dating world,
too!

6. Remember people's birthdays, anniversaries, and special
occasions. Send them a note on those dates to let them know you
are sharing in their celebration.
It doesn't matter if a person is 4 or 40, everyone likes to be acknowledged for being
born! If you can make a note in your records ofsomeone's birthday and remember to
send a card or make a surprise phone call on their special day you will surely make
them feel valued! Same goes for life events such as anniversaries and promotions!
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7. Strive to be the first to help a person whom you know in need.
Sometimes we can be at the right place, at the right time, for someone who needs our
assistance! You know when those moments happen and you act on them, most of the
time! Have you ever reached to the top shelf for an elderly lady at the grocery store
and graciously smiled when she thanked you? If yes, you most certainly made her feel
valued! Keep your eyes and heart open for ways to be helpful in your family and your
community. Making another person feel valued will make you feel valued as well!

8. Help people focus on their strengths and assist them in
delegating their weaknesses.
Most people buy into the notion that they need to work on their weaknesses. But they
will be most valuable in the area of their strengths. If a person is good at organizing,
give them responsibilities in that area. Let them use their unique giftedness to
accomplish a task in their way. If a person struggles in the area of public speaking,
putting them up in front of people may only frustrate them.
People will feel more valuable to an organization or team when they are able to do
things that they’re good at. In school, when a parent looks at their student’s report
card, their attention seems to be focused on the lower grades. “You have to get those
up,” they might say. Unfortunately, many people live with this sense of always having
to focus on our weaknesses instead of being recognized for and honing our strengths.
While it’s important to get good grades and do your best, no one gets straight A’s in
life. There will always be things that we’re better at then other things.
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9. Comment on someone’s blog or myspace page with kind words
and a recommendation for that person and the work he or she is
doing.
Social networking sites started off being nothing more than personal diaries. But now
they are the personal communication medium of choice amongst younger generations.
Use this form of social media to connect with people and encourage them. Leave them
a comment or message in their inbox. If you leave a comment, others will see it as
well. Plus, everyone likes to get a new comment on their myspace site.

10. Send handwritten notes as often as possible. Writing a note
out by hand expresses more of a personal touch and a greater
investment of time.
I keep thank you notes and other small stationary cards in my car and in my kitchen,
this way I can always conveniently jot a note to a special friend! Try to make a habit of
making someone aware of their value to you by personally writing a thank you for
being you note, in your own unique penmanship!!
Nothing beats a sincere and physical thank you for making a positive impression.
Email/online thank you messages just don’t have the impact, the weight, of an actual
card or letter. In an age of hundreds of fleeting digital messages and relationships, of
faster, faster, faster!, go offline if you really want to make an favorable impression on
someone you only know digitally.
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11. Offer the unexpected, anonymous gift. Bring coffee to your coworkers. Arrive to work early and leave a small gift on someone's
office chair. Leave a gift card on someone's windshield.
I love this one...balloons are my signature surprise; it is a joyful and very visual way to
celebrate someone you value. For a few dollars you could floodsomeone's office or
dorm room with helium balloons and uplift their mood and “value quotient”.

12. Find out what kinds of hobbies people have and send them
ideas, brochures, or flyers on that subject.
People are often passionate about their hobbies. What if you discovered a way for them
to make money with their hobby? Perhaps they could consult or teach others? Help
them figure that out. Show them what other people who have a similar hobby are
doing. Is there a trade show or expo coming in the future that would be of benefit to
them?

13. Write a song or poem expressing how much someone means to
you.
I had a boyfriend in high school that wrote poems for me...he was very creative and
sincere...and HOT....I fell for him hard and kept those poems for twenty years! He had
me in the palm of his hand! Oh the words he wrote! He made me feel valued like no
one else ever had! Writing something to someone you care about is wonderfully
received. If you choose to write love letters - Please be sure not to let it be known that
it is your modes operandi. Something is taken away when you find out your special
someone is writing sonnets for the whole cheerleading squad!
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14. Smile at people. Smile when you talk to them. Smile when you
walk by them.
Smiles are contagious and free! Some people will wonder what is so funny, or what you
are up to! Isn't that worth it? You can give a stranger a smile and possibly make their
whole day brighter! What have you got to lose? Remember: a smile is free; and your
day goes the way of the corners of your mouth!

15. Say "hello" to people when you walk by them in stores, malls,
street corners, coffee shops.
In the middle of our country everyone greets each other whether or not they know
each other, maybe that is another reason that it is called "the HEARTland"! When
friends of mine have been in New York or Los Angeles for the first time they always say
how cold the people act, no smiles, no hellos - everyone is just rushing by! Let's help
to make the world a little warmer by sharing a greeting with each other! Let's let
everyone we encounter know that we see them and recognize their specialness!

16. Imagine a "Make Me Feel Important" sign is hanging around
the neck of each person that you meet. Work to treat them that
way and they will respond in kind.
Instead of walking around thinking that you have learned it all, and know it all; try
going out into the world seeking what others have learned as well. Try leaving your ego
at home and treat others as if they can teach you something!
This will convey a sense of openness on your end and will allow the person you are
talking with feel valued.
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17. Express gratitude for the ways that people specifically add
value to your life.
Sometimes our struggle isn’t with giving of ourselves, but being able to receive good
when it comes our way. Learn to say thank you from a grateful heart. Showing our
appreciation makes the gift giver feel appreciated. Showing gratitude to another offers
proof of their value and the significance they bring to the relationship.

18. When you learn something new, decide on which three people
you are going to share this new information, idea, or practice with.
Read or listen to someone and you can learn something. But take what you’ve learned
and turn around and teach it to someone else and you’ve taken this thing to a whole
new level. By passing on new information, ideas, or practices you empower someone
else, but you also deepen your own learning. It also speaks volumes to someone else
when you come across something and let them know that when you discovered it, you
thought about how much it would be of value to them.

19. When someone asks for your help or assistance with
something, always do a little bit extra. It is the extra that turns
ordinary into extraordinary.
This is called “going the extra or second mile.” It means we have the opportunity to do
more than is expected of us. It is the “and then some” mindset. Someone asks you to
help them clean their backyard, so you help them clean their backyard and then
some.Zig Ziglar notes that there “isn ’t much traffic on the second mile” – not very
many travel there. This is why it shows people how much you value them when you
make the extra effort for them.
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20. Spend time with people. Often we communicate a person's
value to us simply because we like hanging out with them, even if
there's no agenda.
Time is a precious commodity and a valuable resource. How can you spend this
resource effectively on others? I remember being at a wedding where the best man
gave a speech that told how he knew the moment that his best friend had met his
future wife. He said that he and his best friend had been inseparable from Kindergarten
through college, and then along came Kate! He said that his friend told him one day,
"She is my favorite person in the world to just hang out with. No offense, buddy!" The
reception hall filled with laughter as we knew that groom was expressing love for Kate
to his best friend without trying to insult him. Being the person that someone just
wants to hang out with is an amazing feeling...our free time is truly the only thing that
most of us have to give to another person, and it is the most precious gift of all. Who
do you show their value to by "just hanging out" with them?

21. Take someone with you. If you are going to a seminar,
conference, or meeting that you feel like another person will
benefit from the experience - bring them along.
When I was a youth pastor, I would attend a really cool conference each year. It was a
tradition that became a highlight the highlight of my year. I would return from the
conference with all kinds of great ideas, motivated to interact with people, and
refreshed/renewed for the day to day grind. It was often difficult to transfer that
excitement and enthusiasm that I felt to those who were back home. One year, I
decided to bring some of my volunteers with me. It was amazing. They came back
from the event with more energy and motivation than I could have ever tried to infuse
them with. From that point on, I always made it a point to bring somebody with me
whenever I was going to experience something special.
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22. Connect people to other people who may be a resource to
them. You may know someone who could benefit from meeting
and spending time with this person. Take the time to introduce
them.
One of the best networking sites I've discovered to connect with people based on
resource and need is Linkedin [www.linkedin.com]. Linkedin offers people a way to
"introduce" people to people. If you know someone who may be helpful to someone
else, you can connect those two people together. While this is a great tool over the
internet, it is especially powerful in person. Schedule a lunch with yourself and two
people that could benefit from each other's friendship. Sometimes people only need
someone else to vouch for them and offer a recommendation in order for a relationship
to form.

23. Add value to your own life. By doing this, you'll always have
something to add to the lives of others.
My favorite illustration in this area is found in the standard airline safety talk. When
flight attendants stand in front of the semi-coherant, yet captive audience, they will
often say, "In case of a loss of cabin pressure, oxygen masks will fall from the ceiling.
Place the mask over your nose and mouth...if you are traveling with a child (or
someone who is acting like a child) be sure to put your mask on FIRST before assisting
your child." This is an important point. If you're not breathing, you can't assist anyone
else. The same is true in our own growth - if you're not growing, you don't really have
anything to add to someone else's growth.
Focus on your own growth first and you'll be amazed how much you are able to pour
into the lives of others.
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24. Offer to act as a sounding board when someone needs to
bounce an idea around.
If you are able to think creatively, you can take someone else's idea to a whole new
level. Creativity breeds creativity. You offer a unique perspective. You can point out the
blind spots in someone's idea.

25. Ask specifically: "Is there anything I can do for you?"
You communicate how much you value someone by simply asking the question.
Sometimes it's nice to do something for another person without them asking or
surprising them. But if you're not a good guesser and you don't have psychic abilities,
just ask. Often, when I get home from work, I know there are two things I can say that
will encourage my wife: 1) I'd really like to hear about your day, 2) Is there anything I
can do for you?

26. Many people are well-equipped to point out problems. Help
identify solutions for others who can't seem to work through their
difficulties.
Don't put up with complainers by joining in. Whenever someone comes to me with a
problem, I ask them what solutions they have considered. By doing this, I force them
to think strategically about the problem. Sometimes another person already knows
what should be done, they just need confirmation. But if a person hasn't considered
any solutions, I don't want to do all the thinking for them. When another person
approaches you with a problem, ask them what solutions they've thought of. If they
haven't thought of any, you might want to guide them through a problem-solving
exercise on this occasion. Then encourage them to do it on their own before they
approach you with a problem the next time.
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27. Delegate tasks to other people in the area of their strengths.
Follow-up on their progress and praise them for a job well done.
People like to do things they are good at. As a leader, I was sometimes timid to
delegate tasks in areas where I was weak and didn't necessarily enjoy the work. I
thought to myself, "There's no way someone else will want to do this." But how wrong I
was. For example, I don't like to work with money or finances, but that's an important
part of my job. I delegated the majority of the financial work to someone else who was
really good at crunching the numbers. This person actually likes doing this kind of thing
and is good at it and...even has fun with it.

28. Always bring something to the table - whether it's resources,
ideas, or opportunities.
Bring a book, an article, even a good quote. Sometimes it is extra special when you
combine your presence with some presents. When you give someone something that
will help them grow personally, it tangibly communicates your desire to invest in that
person.

29. Share your knowledge with others. Don't keep your best ideas
and strategies all to yourself.
People used to assume that knowledge was power. If I knew more than you, then I had
some type of power over you. But I don't want to have power over you, I want to add
value to you. So I share my best stuff. I give it away. When I discover something (a
new tool, a new strategy, a new idea), I pass it on. This is the whole premise of Web
2.0. Make it free. If you pass it on to others and it's good stuff you'll discover a whole
new kind of power - the power of appreciation.
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30. Help other people fill in the gaps in their lives.
Everyone has gaps in their lives. It may be in the area of balance, motivation,
priorities, or personal accomplishment. Sometimes a person needs a coach, a mentor,
an encourager who will come alongside and help him or her focus on the type of
change they need to make. This is not only true in personal growth, but relationally as
well. There are many students who lack a significant adult in their lives. They need
people who will believe in them and encourage them to reach their potential.

31. Let other people know that you a) care about them; b) trust
them; c) believe in them.
I've been coaching Little League teams for the last seven years. I enter into each
season with two goals: 1) My players improve as players and as a team from the
beginning to the end, 2) My players enjoy the game of baseball more at the end of the
season than at the beginning. These two goals only come about as my players
understand that baseball is about more than just winning. My players listen and
respond to my coaching when it comes from a foundation of care, trust, and belief in
them beyond their abilities.

32. Make somebody laugh. Make them laugh at themselves and
you'll help them not to take life so seriously.
People feel at ease when they're laughing. Don't make them laugh at someone else's
expense. It's okay to allow them to laugh at your expense. It helps them to see that
you don't take yourself so seriously.
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33. Develop areas of common ground.
When you develop common ground with people, it establishes a sense of focus and
security. When people engage in conversation with strangers, they will work hard to
find common ground between them. One person may ask, "Where are you from?" To
which the other person responds, "I was raised in Seattle." Typically, the person will
then respond with something like, "Oh, I have an aunt who lives in Seattle" or "I love
the SeattleSeahawks ." People attempt to find common areas because it makes the
conversation more comfortable and establishes connections between people.
When Kerry met a southern-accented young man at a Christmas party, the first
question she asked him was, "You are not from aroundLos Angeles are you?" Ha ha ha
Turns out her soon to be spouse lived two blocks from her aunt in Kansas! The all night
conversation was sparked by a simple question! 13 years, and two children later, Kerry
and Byron still say that his endearing southern drawl and her friendly nature brought
them together!
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34. Be honest with people. Help them see things from multiple
perspectives.
In most situations, honest answers will benefit another person more than dishonest
answers. But be careful. Whenever a girl asks, "Do these jeans make me look fat?" the correct answer is always "no." But whenever you tell people ONLY what they want
to here, you're not adding value to them. You're keeping their fantasy world
alive...which, in the case of the ill-fitting jeans...isn't such a bad thing.
My best friend will start a sentence with, "well, if I can be honest with you..." She
knows that the truth may be difficult for me to hear, so it is like she is going out of
"friendly-mode" and into "honesty-mode". I did tell you that she is my BEST friend,
right? Her status as my number one friend is mostly because she is HONEST with me!
Do not surround yourself with "yes" people; take a lesson from the "celebrities" and
their out of control lives! People who agree with you all of the time do no have your
best interest at heart All of us need friends that tell us the truth and offer sound
perspectives!
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35. If you are vulnerable about your own weaknesses and
shortcomings, you will empower people to be more honest about
their own.
As a mom I can tell you that nothing has ever humbled me as much as being a parent!
When I was a teacher I could go to staff meetings or even just the teacher's lounge on
recess to bond with other teachers dealing with similar student issues. But as a first
time mom I felt very isolated and alone. When my son was three months old I visited
our priest for the baptism consultation and he told me that having a support group
such s MOPS (Mothers ofPreSchoolers ) is vital to healthy mothering. Turns out that
there were MOPS groups in every church throughout our town! When a mom goes to
MOPS they learn from other mom who have "been there and done that" in a casual and
safe environment for both the mom and the baby. MOPS is a wonderful resource for the
most vulnerable stage in a woman's life. For all of you moms to be, be sure to check
out MOPS and if you know someone who is home with a baby all day let them know
about this great organization!

36. Leave early for a meeting or appointment so that you have
time to talk informally with people and engage them on a more
personal level.
Want to get the real scoop on a meeting? Get to the venue early and offer to help setup! I used to get to all the student council meetings early as a freshman, sophomore
and junior class man; I would help set-up by passing out agendas and sharpen the
pencils, all the while listening to and learning from the upper class man as they
debated over the new business topics, etc. By the time that I was a senior, I felt very
qualified to be head of the student council.There is something to be said for putting in
your time!
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37. Build space into your schedule that is dedicated to adding
value to people.
There has been marital advice handed down to me from my dad: "don't nag your
husband, just be supportive." Sounded a bit 1960's to me at first, but now after 13
years of being a wife...well, I think I get what he meant! Don't we all do better with
encouragement? In the spirit of building people up, try making an effort to take a
couple minutes everyday to reach out to someone in a positive and supporting way.
On your break place a sticky note with an upbeat message on a co worker's coffee cup
or send a text message that says,"you can do it" to a spouse that keeps forgetting to
take out the trash! This could work wonders for your special recipients' morale!

38. Don't view people as they are but as who they have the
potential to become. Do your best to draw the very best out of
people.
Teachers and Business Managers have to do this everyday, don't they? That is why
good teachers call themselves, "facilitators of learning". If you look at yourself as a
facilitator of valuing others, you cannot help but to draw the best out of people. Toss
the proverbial softball to someone who you know needs to hit one out of the park! Help
someone get back into the game by stoking their flame, not by intimidating them! It is
great to be on a team with people who recognize the need to be respected for the
person they are striving to become! I had a boss/trainer once that never beat us up
about mistakes that we made at work; he would just outline the issue, suggest the
solution for the future action and end the brief meeting with, "Now get back to work,
My Champions! (Because of his understanding approach he is my favorite boss to this
day!)
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39. Catch somebody doing something right and praise them for it
in front of others whom you'd like to see exhibit similar behavior.
This is such a great piece of advice for all of us; whether we are teachers, managers,
or moms and dads! There was a term that was big when I was doing my student
teaching in East Los Angeles: Behavior Modification. Because in the inner-city we were
dealing with a lot more than the three r's in the classroom, we had to find a way to
reach our students in a positive and affirming way. Our detention halls were filled daily
and our truancy rate was astronomical! What really helped in turning our students
around was the Positive Reinforcement we gave them when we "caught them being
good" At weekly assemblies we would honor 10 students per grade that were being
acknowledged for doing the right thing during the course of the week. A pizza party for
the 40 honorees would follow the assembly! How can you celebrate someone's value
by putting them on a pedestal for a job well done?
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40. Encourage someone who seems disappointed or discouraged.
(through a card, a hug, or just by being there with them.)
Can you remember a time when you were really disappointed? We are going through it
right now with my son, as my husband is on a 9 day business trip and he misses his
dad. I told my husband that it would help Danny a lot if he could email him while he
was away! This is working out great....don't you love the many ways a computer can
bring us joy?! Danny feels validated by his dad because he is being understood and
creatively involved in his trip! We are getting pictures from my husband of his hotel
room and of the tractors on the fields that he is driving by...all very interesting to a 4
year old! We are all little kids inside, we still get disappointed when there is a big
change that no one consulted us about! Be a friend to someone that you know is
having a hard time. An email, a card or even a flower from your garden can brighten
someone's outlook and they will remember that you were there when the going got
tough!
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41. Help people find their niche - the place where they can add the
most value to others.
A niche is a place where people feel a sense of belonging. It is a place where people
feel they can make their greatest contribution. I can remember being selected to serve
on long-standing committee. The people on this committee had been together for a
number of years and I felt like I was on the outside looking in for the first few
meetings. Near the end of one meeting, the group was trying to figure out how to put
together some publicity for an upcoming project. I finally spoke up, "I would be willing
to create that." None of them had any expertise in that area and were more than
willing to let me run with it. I created a small marketing campaign for the project,
complete with posters,flyers , postcards, and web elements. After that, I became the
go-to person in that area. I also established my credibility and demonstrated my value
to the group.

42. Model the right kind of behavior for others and they will have a
proper example to follow. People do what people see.
Some people are book learners. They can read about how to do something in a book
and then turn around and perform it. Most people are visual learners. They need to be
shown how something is done and then they can imitate it until they learn how to do it
on their own. If you want people to be cheerful, be cheerful. If you want people to be
on time, be on time. When I'm coaching Little League, I will model the proper footwork
or glove work and then ask my players to do it. I'll also find a player who's doing it
right and tell the other players to watch him.
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43. Respond to people in a proper time frame. Call them back
within 24 hours. Return an email within 48 hours. If you miss an
appointment, meeting or special occasion - respond as soon as
possible.
I know what it's like to continually leave a message for someone and not have them
get back to me. I don't feel that I'm very important to that person. Of course, it
depends on the type of relationship you have with someone. But I try to get back to
people within a reasonable period of time. Even if I can't take the time necessary for a
full response, a partial response stating when I'll be able to provide my full attention is
better than nothing. There will always be exceptions, but figure out what your routine
will be. Then occasionally surprise someone by responding immediately or more quickly
than anticipated.
Tick tock..from the second that someone leaves you a message the clock is running!
No matter what it takes, returning a phone call in a timely manner is simply polite and
it does show that you value the person trying to reach you. In fact, if you really want
to devalue someone, don't call them back! Both messages are loud and clear!

44. Write a letter of recommendation for someone.
Whenever I write a letter of recommendation for someone, I like to have them read it
(if it's a good recommendation). Some companies will want you to keep it confidential
but I believe it's a substantial way of adding value to someone to actually read how
much you believe in them.
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45. Invite people to be a part of a cause that is greater than
something they could do on their own.
I recently saw a documentary called, Invisible Children. It shows the terrible plight of
children in Uganda who are being kidnapped and forced into child soldiering. It is
horrifying. I have jumped on board with a couple of organizations that are lobbying and
fighting to bring about change. I feel like I have been given so much and there's so
much I can do for others.

46. Buy a magazine or journal subscription for someone in an area
that they're passionate about.
A friend bought me a subscription to Fast Company magazine. Now, once a month, I
receive a great magazine and his investment adds a little bit to my life. Every month
when I receive the magazine in the mail, I'm reminded of his contribution to me. It is a
gift that keeps on giving.

47. Show a person respect and they will be more inclined to show
you the same respect. If you have done something hurtful to
another in front of others, then apologize to them in front of
others.
Respect must be earned. It is a special gift. Many points of tension and conflict arise
when someone feels disrespected. Often people feel disrespected because someone
judges them before they even have a chance to get to know them. Begin with respect
in the way you approach people.
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48. Find ways to give people perks for a job well done. Don't treat
everyone the same.
I remember one year it came time to receive a bonus because of an unexpected
surplus. The organization I was working for wanted to reward the employees. When
they passed out the bonuses, they gave each person the exact same amount. I can
understand wanting to be fair, but the surplus came about as the result of a few
people's hard work. In the end, there was part of me that didn't want the bonus
because I didn't want to reward those who hadn't put in the long hours like some of us
had. Being fair when you dish out rewards and bonuses doesn't have the motivational
effect some people think it does.

49. Help people find a sense of belonging on your team.
This year, I drafted five new players for my Little League team. Seven players returned
from last year. The new guys are wondering where they fit in. My returning players
have already developed a language, have inside jokes, and feel comfortable around
each other. One of my goals in these first few weeks is to create some shared
experiences so that the new guys not only feel welcome, but feel a part.

50. Figure out a way that you can sacrifice something for the
benefit of someone else.
It could be as simple as letting someone go in front of you. I will sometimes rush to the
door of my favorite Starbucks in front of somebody else headed that way. I know what
they're thinking..."that guy wants to get in front of me." Then I'll completely surprise
them by standing there holding the door open for them. I'll say something like,
"Welcome to Starbucks!" (and they don't even pay me for that!) Most times, people are
so shocked that they'll start talking to me in line. Imagine that...a conversation with a
complete stranger.
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51. Refer business leads to others. A great way to add value to
someone's life is to add value to their business.
One of the most important things a person needs to do in business is marketing. We
are all selling something. Word of mouth continues to rank near the top of reasons why
people will try something new. So I become a buzz agent
(literally...www.bzzagent.com) for my friends and refer potential customers their way
whenever possible.

52. Talk to the people who are in front or behind you in lines.
I refer to this as "acknowledging the humanity that's right in front of you." Say hello,
talk about the weather, do something to acknowledge someone else. It often catches
people off guard when I turn around and say "hi" to them. I think we're told so often
not to talk to strangers as children that not only do we not talk to anyone whom we
don't know...we don't even acknowledge them.
Honestly, you should try this one just for the coincidence factor! Just how did the two
of you end up in the same line, at nearly the exact same time? I bet you will find that
you have more in common than what's in your grocery cart! Some of the most fun
conversations I have had a a stay-at-home mom have been the random chats at the
market, park, even the elevator at the mall! Be the friendly one in a boring/waiting
situation, you will make the other person understand that you see him or her and that
they are not invisible! Plus, these little encounters keep your flirting skills honed, and
there is no maintenance needed with this fleeting acquaintance!
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53. Admit you don't know something about another person's area
of expertise - show your ignorance or lack of knowledge and let
them teach you what they know.
Whenever I'm around people who know how to work on cars, I am all ears. They'll start
talking about different types of engines and parts and what works better...I don't even
attempt to chime in. Don't get me wrong...if you need someone to set the presets on
your radio or adjust your clock, I'm your guy. But open up the hood and I'm lost. I've
come to realize that I don't do anyone any good by trying to fake my way in a
conversation about working on cars. So I ask questions...lots of questions...stupid
questions. And you know what? People are happy to teach me, show me, even help
me. Humility helps you learn. Pride puts up walls to learning.
In fact you do not know everything that there is to know! It is okay to learn from
others that you admire as experts, they will be flattered and feel valued, while you
learn from their expertise! A win-win!

54. When you read a good book, think about who else would
benefit from it and invite them to borrow it or purchase a copy for
them.
Make sure you refer people to books that you've actually read. Also, it may not send
the right message if you're reading, "How Not To Be A Jerk" and you call up your friend
and say, "Hey, I've got a great book that you NEED to read." But it is extremely helpful
to read (especially non-fiction) with an eye for who else could benefit from this
information.
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55. Offer to videotape or take pictures for someone at a special
event so they can enjoy it without having to worry about doing
that sort of thing themselves.
I've gone to basketball games, soccer games, birthday parties, etc and offered to hang
out and just take pictures. Usually other parents are very grateful because they can
focus on the game or special event and not worry about when to snap the shots. With
digital cameras, it only costs your time and battery power. You can email pics to people
and even put them up on the web for them to share with others. One of the best gifts I
received last year as a coach was from a parent who had taken time to shoot pictures
of my son during our games. I couldn't coach and carry a camera. Plus, this other dad
was such a better photographer than I am.

56. Whenever someone asks to borrow a pen, invite them to keep
it.
People are always looking for a pen. Why not get some inexpensive pens made up that
say, "Have a great day...there's nothing like a free pen." The point is: people are
always holding on so tightly to their stuff (which is often important, especially when
you are looking for a pen and you just gave yours away). But what if you lived in such
a way that you weren't always trying to get, but looking for ways to give. The simple
life avoids clutter. Why not consider giving away as much as you can?
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57. Make your contribution greater than your reward.
All of you coffee addicts can appreciate this! I am really lucky to be the recipient of a
warm cup of coffee on my nightstand every morning before I wake up! My husband
started this tradition nearly 5 years ago when we brought our first baby home from the
hospital. Byron knows that it would be impossible for me to get to my favorite coffee
shop in the morning with a newborn baby, so he visits the shop for me as part of his
morning routine. Every morning he selflessly delivers my hot coffee to me, most of
time I am still "sawing logs"! His contribution is HUGE to me and yet his reward is often
not instant, he leaves me while I am snoring away! When the delicious aroma of the
cup of coffee wakes me up I reach for the phone before I take and sip and call him on
his cell phone: "Thank you for getting my coffee this morning!" This starts both of our
days off on a happy and grateful note...

58. Make your expectations clear and up front. Don't make people
guess. Make sure they are reachable and realistic.
I once had a boss who never really liked anything I did. I would do my best, but he still
didn't act positively about my work. I would ask him, "What do you want me to do?
What do you expect of me?" His only response was, "Produce!" I thought I was
producing, but I guess it wasn't good enough by his standards (whatever those were).
It was really frustrating to try to work toward expectations that were unclear. Do you
want to motivate your employees? Give them something tangible to aim at. If they're
any good, they'll probably exceed your expectations.
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59. Compile a list of resources or ideas on one topic for someone
and help them make sense of it, look for patterns, or gaps.
People will often ask me about the latest gadget or electronic toy that's out on the
market. They come to me because they know that I keep up to date with what the
latest and greatest is. One of my goals is to not only know what the next cool piece of
technology is, but to be able to find it for the cheapest price. If I can save a friend a
few bucks by finding something for them at a cheaper price, I'll be adding value to
their wallets.

60. Play devil's advocate and offer two sides to a situation. For
example, you could give reasons why you should do "X" and
reasons why you shouldn't do "x."
Sometimes a person needs to think through the opposite side of an issue. By playing
devil's advocate, you can help someone affirm what they already believe or give them
something more to think about. The goal here isn't to be argumentative, but to
widensomeone's perspective.

61. Develop a system that helps you stay organized, then share
that system with others. Others may not adopt your system
exactly, but it may help them see blind spots in their own
organization strategies.
I'm always trying to figure out the best way to keep track of my calendar, to-do's,
projects, etc. I love to look at tools that other people create and I've even created a
few of my own. Recently, I designed the Weekly Schedule | Task | Planner
(WeeklySTP). One of the funnest parts of creating this tool was giving it away for FREE
and hearing all the feedback from people that were using it and having success with it.
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62. Develop an energetic greeting when you see people.
This is a great suggestion...you do not have to be the cheerleader-type to muster up a
sincere smile and a twinkle in your eye when you greet someone! I don't think that
most people realize how validating it is to get a warm greeting from someone! You do
not have to go "Euro" with the kissie kissie ritual, but you really can and should show
some jubilation when you are greeting people. Show some spunk and people will be
happy to see you too!

63. Create mementos of special occasions that you spend with
people.
Hey guys...want to score some major points with the ladies? Of course you do! Try
grabbing a matchbook on your way out the door of a restaurant when you are on a
date. If you are non-smoker (and I pray that you are!) your date may ask, "Why are
you taking matches, you don't smoke, do you?" and then you get to be smooth-guy
and respond with the value-packed: "Ahhh, you caught me! I just wanted to remember
tonight's date with YOU!" Girls admire a guy who think that they are worth
remembering! Now be sure to call her the next day and to call her by the correct
name! If you can hang onto that matchbook until your honeymoon (like my husband
did!), well, then you are gold!
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64. Keep people accountable to their promises, goals, and
commitments.
When you care about someone enough to point out to them that a commitment that
they have made is not being met, you are being a friend that is trying to show the
other person how valuable you think that they are to that commitment and to you. For
example, think about the last time that you went to a wedding or a baptism. The
pastor asks the congregation witnessing the union, and the sanction of baptism,to hold
the participants to their commitments being made at the ceremonies. That is pretty
powerful! If you are a friend to someone who is slipping in their commitments and you
do not want to "nag", think of a creative way to let them know that you see the road
that they are heading down and you do not approve! If more married women and men
had friends that were not afraid to value the institution of marriage by offering sound
advice when there are bumps in the road, I am sure that the divorce rate would be
much lower. Let's value our friends enough to watch out for each other and each
other's commitments.
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65. Use polite grammar. Say "yes sir" or "yes ma'am." Say
"please" and "thank you."
If your mom and dad did not instill the power of politeness in you; make it a habit for
your adult life. Good manners and a pleasant demeanor will improve your social life
greatly. My son can already charm the pants off of most people he meets, he begins by
giving everyone he meets a big smile and a friendly, "How are you doing today?" He is
4 years old, but he has got the charm of someone much more mature! My husband
and I are both teachers and we have told our kids that teachers really are partial to
the polite students in a classroom. I have found that managers, clients and the general
public prefer people that have a courteous nature! Think about the people that you
encounter throughout the course of a day. Sadly you probably have met some rude
ones, but if you do meet up with someone polite it most likely had a lasting affect on
you. Be the person who is polite to another person and watch it catch on... I like to
think that politeness is contagious! It is also a way to show someone that you value
them in the moment that they share space with you. When Danny asks a stranger,
"How are you doing today?" they always smile at him and say, "very well and how are
you, young man?" and there you have it...the beginning to a gratifying and friendly
conversation, in a world full of hustle and bustle!
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68. People often need to be challenged to improve, change, or step
out of their comfort zones.
Think about coming into a meeting and your boss says to you,"I think that you are
ready for a bigger territory!" wow..that is a rush, isn't it?! Your boss has instantly made
you feel ten feet tall! Think about a time when someone's words of encouragement has
changed the way you viewed yourself! Usually it is a time when someone believed in
you enough to give you a bigger challenge! Remember when your folks told you that
you could take the car out for the first time? They showed you that they trusted you
with their CAR! Looking back on that myself, I realize that my folks were using some
basic psychology on me! They expressed their trust in my good judgement and allowed
me to have a privilege that I did not even think that I was ready for! I was challenged
to actually be responsible! It worked, I began driving at age 16 and never had an
accident while living under their roof! I was empowered by my folks and was allowed to
step into an adult world at a pretty young age. I would have never abused that trust..it
was as sincere as the day is long. Whether you are 16 or 60 there are times when
others can help us find our wings and soar out of the nest we are stuck in. Who can
you help to find his wings by giving them a nudge/challenge?

69. Be sincere in your sincerity. Sincerity is something that you
cannot fake.
This is the true difference between adding value to some one else and trying to sell
them something! We all have a sincerity meter inside of us and we can detect a
salesman three blocks away, can't we? Adding value to someone else is a pure and
sincere gesture. If you are not "feeling it", neither will the other person! Try your best
to do the selfless favor without any other motivation..your sincerity will shine through!
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70. Delegate toward outcomes rather than telling someone how to
do a task.
When you teach, you learn! How many times have you had to teach someone
something that is seemingly simple, but as you begin to explain, you realize, hmmm,
this is harder to explain than it is for me to just do myself! There lies the temptation to
just do the job yourself everytime that it comes up! Well, to add value to another
person, try delegating the task that you usually would just handle yourself. You will be
passing on knowledge and helping this person to gain competence in another area; but
remember once you have trained someone, you have to let them go and put their own
signature on the task. It is like when a dad is asked to change a diaper for the first
time, the mom really wants the help and extra pair of hands, but she cannot complain
if the diaper is placed backwards for the first few times! Teach, delegate and then let
go! You must let the person feel valued and empowered in order for them to want to
help out in the future.
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71. Allow another person to take the lead in the accomplishment of
a special project or task.
If you have ever been asked to do a job that you, yourself, did not think you could pull
off, you know the sensation of being s t r e t c h e d. If you are in a leadership position
and can assist a person in being stretched to another level, you should! Do not be
afraid to relinquish power, because as we all know there is someone above us too...and
don't we want the challenge from the Powers That Be (over us)? Valuing someone that
is in an underling, or a even in a lateral position, by allowing them to have a taste of
glory will bring more experience and accolades to them, but also to you! Most likely
your boss will recognize that you are not a show-boater and that you are a team
player! Everyone likes team players, show boaters--not so much!

72. Try to notice something unique about a person that might
typically be overlooked (nice earrings, nails done, hair cut, on time
for work, etc).
In a world of flash and bigger is better you could really make the day of someone else
by pointing out something about them that is going against the tide of fashion! My
wedding ring is an antique, it was passed down to me from my grandmother on my
mother's side, it is very special to me. Whenever I am at church or an engagement
where there are older ladies one of them always comes over to me and says that my
ring is just like their mother's wedding ring. They get such a kick out of seeing an
antique that reminds them of a special person in their life. My husband has offered to
get me a new, more up to date ring. I always tell him that my ring may not be the
trendy-two-carat that all of my friends seem to have, but it does get a lot of nice
complements from my older friends! I enjoy having a unique and special piece of my
family history to wear, and for all the kind older ladies that value its significance I will
continue to wear it proudly!
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73. Ask how someone important to the other person is doing. It
could be a child, a spouse, a family member, even a family pet.
The most sincere way that you can verbally care about someone else is by caring about
who they care about! Doesn't that make sense? When you see someone who has
children it is always a great conversation starter to ask , "How are those wonderful kids
doing?" If you know that someone's dad recently had surgery, go ahead and ask how
the recovery is coming along. In fact I feel so much more valued by my friends who
ask about my family, it takes our friendship to another level, like they are part of my
journey instead of looking at my life from the outside, they are with me adding value
by caring about what I cherish. (It is not being nosy to ask about your friend's family
members if you do it in a friendly and sincere manner.)
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74. Let the other person in on a secret. People feel special when
they are the first to be told something or are given information
that is only given to a select few.
It is Spring now and for us moms it is time to get the kids signed up for Summer
Camps and Swim Lessons! I was at the park yesterday and met a mom who is new to
the area, pregnant and has two daughters (4 and 3 years old)...she is a busy lady and
3 weeks away from her due date! I asked her if she knew about the summer programs
for the girls and about how they quickly fill up before April. She had the look in her
eyes that told me she needed my insider's help! I happily loaned her my Parks and
Recreation Brochure, jotted down the name of a private swim instructor that my
extended family has used for ten years and gave her my phone number and email
address. I was suddenly feeling like that kid in high school assigned to the new
student! It felt great! She was walking me to the parking lot and then turned to me
and said, "Thank you so much for all your help! I have lived here for 6 months and I
have not met any of my neighbors....you are the first person that I have had a real
conversation with since moving here! You are a sweetheart!" Then, she gave me a
warm hug! Wow! Isn't it great when you can let someone in on some information that
will make their life better?

75. Teach someone a skill that you know. Have them be an
apprentice under you for a period of time.
One of the ways that I learned to improve my ability to speak in public was to spend a
lot of time with a couple of people who did just that - spoke in public. I would watch
how they moved, how their hands moved. I would listen to when they paused and how
they interacted with their audience. I became a student of public speaking and learned
by watching my two friends who did it well. If you do something well, think about
passing it on to someone else. Then your skill will live on, even after you've gone.
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76. Make eye contact. Look them square in the eye. Make a note of
their eye color.
I have a hard time believing someone who is talking to me and not LOOKING at me !
Don't you? I can always tell when one of my students is "fibbing" because their eyes
look away from mine while they are talking. The eyes are the window to the soul,
someone once said, and I believe this to be true. When you are talking to someone,
let your soul shine through those windows of yours! Eye contact will let the person
that you are talking to know that: a) you value their opinion of you, and b) you stand
behind what you are saying!

77. Alter your communication style (both verbal and non-verbal) to
produce the best outcome.
I hope that you have a great pastor at your church like I do. On Sunday mornings,
Father Peter is always very serious during his sermon, rarely does he even crack a
smile while standing behind the podium that he reads from. But when he steps away
from, and in front of the podium, to give us the news of the church family, he is a riot!
Father Peter has the warmest personality and the deepest faith of any clergy man that
I have ever met! While I do enjoy his sermons, I cannot help but look forward to the
non-verbal cue we get when he starts to walk away from the podium and down toward
the pews! He is coming out of very serious man of the cloth mode and transforming
into our friend, Peter! He has a way of reaching all of us on a personal level as he will
smile and wave to each of us (non verbal affection/validation) and sometimes even
(verbally) mention something about our family activities! He is really a unique pastor
and someone that we all enjoy seeing and feeling valued by every Sunday morning!
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78. Don't talk AT people, talk WITH them!
Here is one to think about, have you ever been talked down to by someone because
they were older than you? How about getting talked to by a boss that treated as if you
were a child? It doesn't feel like you are a valued person in their eyes does it? Be
careful to not pass on this bad communication tactic as you climb the ladder of
success! Be a part of a movement that encourages everyone to feel valued, talk with
people not at them. Engage the other person in the conversation by checking for
understanding and asking for their input on decisions that impact them. This is
important when dealing with your own kids as well! One of my favorite bumper stickers
always gives me pause and helps to remind me that our status is in constant flux: "Be
Kind To Your Children, They Pick Your HOME Someday!" (I hope that my kids will
remember that I listened to them and was kind...yikes!)

79. Discover a person's individuality and help them discover it as
well.
One of the questions I didn't enjoy hearing as a kid was, "Why can't you be more like
so-and-so?" I realize now that those in authority over me (parents, teachers, coaches)
were trying to get me to exhibit certain character traits. But you don't hear the
question that way when you're a kid. I didn't want to be another person, I wanted to
be myself. It's important to have models, to have positive examples to follow. But even
more important is being able to be or become yourself. This is the greatest single
lesson I learned as I worked on becoming a better public speaker. In the beginning, I
would try to copy what I liked from other well known speakers. I would try to BE them.
But it never works. I have since worked hard at learning in a way that it enhances who
I am and who I am trying to become. I want to learn to do something well without
losing my identity or pretending to be someone else.
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80. Listen actively.
To be an active listener you must do more than chime in with the "oh, uh-huh?" and
the "mmmm!" When you are actively listening you are present when another person is
talking and you are in the moment with them. I have become keen at being an active
listener because I enjoy people and their stories! I love to get someone talking about
themselves! I like putting together clues as to who they are. I will ask insightful
questions if they have given me some good reasons to. The other day my family and I
were at the dog park and there was only one other family there with us. I looked over
at the "doggie daddy" and asked him the breed of his dog, and with a Canadian accent
he said, "Stanley is a Terrier" and I said, " Are you a Hockey Fan?" and he laughed and
said, "WOW, you are quick for a blonde!" ha ha ha Turns out my new neighbor with
Stanley the Terrier (named for the Stanley Cup) is Brent Severyn , "The Enforcer", he
played Hockey for Dallas and now is the radio color sportscaster for the Mighty Ducks!
My active listening impressed him enough to offer up seats to Honda Stadium! He
laughs with me every time we run into each other now..."Hi, eh? My bright, blonde
friend!" (I don't think he can remember my name, well, he did probably get hit in the
head a lot with those flying pucks!!! ha ha ha) Next time you are in a conversation,
remember to actively listen and play along with the rhythm of someone else's story,
add questions when you can and watch another dimension unfold!

81. Create a video on YouTube describing how to do something or
create something. You can use this free resource as your own
virtual classroom.
This is a fairly inexpensive way to offer something to the world on video. I have
discovered that I can even create a video on my Treo 650 and upload it at YouTube.
Just make sure you're not putting up something that's already been copyrighted.
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82. If you find a book helpful, consider getting a group of friends
together who share your appreciation for it.
Have each person mark up the book: underlining passages they found helpful, writing
notes of how they applied the information, and adding comments back to the author.
Then mail the book back to the author. (Note: I've done this and it was one of the
coolest gifts you could ever offer an author.)

83. Exercise WITH someone else.
Workouts are much better when you have a partner. You can serve as a spotter so that
the other person can actually lift more than they could alone. You can run alongside
someone else and speed up the pace. You can speak words of encouragement and
motivation to the other person so that they'll push themselves to get the most out of
their workout.

84. Show up in support of someone else's event.
Your presence shows that they're important, what they're doing is important. You can
also cheer and encourage. Recall when you were a little kid and your mom threw you
birthday parties and you were so excited to see all these people show up to celebrate
YOU? Well that is how the kid in all of us feel when our friends and family rally around
us when we are doing something in front of an audience. At an awards night it is
always nice to see the parents and siblings of a student show up...but if some of their
friends are there as well, that is really something! Can you think of a friend who will be
having a ball game or a blog post? Could you support your friend by giving of your time
to show up to the game or to log onto their site? Valuing someone enough to share in
their glory days shows what a big person you are as well as how selfless you can be!
After all, what are friends for if not to watch you when you are in the spotlight?
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85. Write an ebook that gives people helpful advice in a certain
area (like 103 ways to add value to people).
103 things may seem like a lot. But a list like this does a few things. It confirms what
people are already doing in this area. It gives people some new ideas they might not
have thought of. Plus, it gets the creative juices flowing and someone might come up
with all new ideas of their own.

86. Do a podcast that people can download and listen to on their
mp3 player.
Just like putting video up on YouTube, podcasts are becoming more and more in vogue.
There is free software out there that will record your voice, convert your file to an MP3
format, even store your file on the internet for free. Speak about a topic that you are
passionate about and offer something that people can learn from you.

87. Write a book review on Amazon or on your own blog.
Write a book review in the comments of the author's blog. Author's are much more
accessible now. One of the scariest things in the world for an author is to put his or her
thoughts out there in the form of a book. Let them know what you think. They
welcome the feedback. Plus, your review may be the thing that will convince someone
of the value or lack of value in a book. Word of mouth is still one of the biggest forms
of marketing products and services.

88. Have a positive attitude in all situations.
An attitude is contagious. If you have a positive attitude you will influence those
around you who may be tempted to be negative. Decide to be a thermostat rather than
a thermometer. A thermometer measures and reflects the current temperature. A
thermostat is used to set the temperature you want.
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89. Sponsor a child from a third world country.
One of the best ways you can add value to someone else is by providing them with the
basic necessities of life: food, clothing, shelter. By sponsoring a child (through
Compassion International, Feed The Children, etc) you will be doing just that. You can
even begin to write letters and converse back and forth with your sponsored child.

90. Pray for someone.
No matter what your spiritual bent, there is a deep, spiritual value in praying for other
people. Pray specifically for them and for their needs.You know that there is serious
power in prayer for both the prayer and the prayee ! Try it right now...think of someone
that needs a prayer, close your eyes, recite your heartfelt sentiment and experience the
feeling of compassion that comes over you. It is a sensation like none other. You may
want to tell the person for whom you are praying that they are in your prayers; but it is
amazing to do it anonymously, and watch the blessing manifest from the sidelines!

91. Help someone know the best way for them to volunteer.
A good example of this is http://girlistic.com/diy/volunteer.htm which offers guidance
on how to volunteer based on your skills, time (hour, day, weekend), during a crisis,
from home, etc.

92. Create a resource that people can use on a regular basis.
I created the MPOW [meeting | planner | organizer | worksheet]. It is one of my most
downloaded resources. It simply helps people organize what typically takes place
during a meeting. If you can create something that gives people a head start on
something, you'll be adding value to their day-to-day work.
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93. Interview someone with expertise in a certain field and post
your interview on a blog or as a podcast.
Most people like to be interviewed, especially when they've produced a book or product
that they'd like to get the word out on. Most people are their own best marketers, so
tap into that desire for them to be heard. Plus, you'll be introducing a whole new group
of people to someone that they wouldn't have encountered otherwise.

94. Be present to people.
In today's technology-saturated society, it's easy to become distracted in our
conversations with others by cell phones beeping, text messages coming in, emails to
check, etc. When you are with someone, let them know that they're time and presence
is valuable by being completely present for them. Take the headphones out of your
ears.

95. Instill in others the desire to add value to people.
One of the people I had read this list said, "I wish all people would approach others in
the ways listed here." My response is - it's our job to model it and change the culture.
Sometimes, other people need to be shown the benefits of adding value to other
people. Help them to become significant in the life of someone else.

96. Be strategic in how you go about adding value to people.
Plan moments in your calendar (each day!) where you assess what you can do or
reflect on who you added value to. If you simply fly by the seat of your pants, you will
miss important opportunities and lack creativity.
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97. Realize that each person is unique and finds value in various
ways.
Don't approach someone with a cookie cutter approach to adding value. While
everyone likes a good compliment, most of us learn and grow in different ways. Seek
to find out a person's learning style, communication style, temperament, and mood
when walking alongside them.

98. Help other people measure their own growth and results.
You might devise a progress chart or list out goals that have been accomplished. Show
them the small successes and celebrate those to increase motivation and momentum
toward the larger goal. Part of accountability is keeping score in a tangible way. If you
can't measure growth, how will you know if you're moving in the right direction?

99. Adding value to people is a daily decision, not something that
you do in a day.
It takes time, effort, and sacrifice. Sometimes a person may resist your efforts for any
number of reasons. Don't give up. Your decision to add value to people is not
dependant uponsomeone's willingness to accept it. If they refuse, smile and invest in
someone else.

100. Help others perceive and receive a vision for their future.
This instills hope and helps people maintain a target on the wall for them to aim at in
their personal growth and development. Ask others to think about where they would
like to be in 1, 5, and 10 years. Help them by encouraging them to create a picture of
what they want the future to look like. What kinds of things do they hope to be doing?
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101. Help others determine the time stealers in their own lives.
Figure out how they can spend more time on meaningful and significant work and less
time on things that don't amount to much or waste time.

102. File information in an organized fashion.
When you file, you are investing information that you don't need right now but may
need in the future. This way you will be able to access in the likelihood you do need it.
Everytime you file something away, it is time well spent for an anticipated moment in
the future when you'll need that information.

103. Conduct fire drills with people.
Invite others to think through crisis situations to be better prepared. Use case studies,
role playing, or real life scenarios. Fire drills assist people in being prepared for when
an actual crisis situation arises. Even if the crisis isn't the same, people will be better
prepared to handle the stress, understand what kinds of decisions need to be made,
and not freak out.

104. What would you add to this list?
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